
Oil country tubular goods

Component solutions

Oil and gas



A component-driven world

We don’t deal in short term solutions, but take a broader view to drive 
down total cost per component. The result is a complete package 
of tools, machining methods and strategies for your component 
machining needs.

This approach is increasingly important for global Oil Country Tubular 
Goods production industry, where upwards production trends, deeper 
wells, harsher environments with more stringent material and quality 
demands require a long term, global partnership that puts your 
component − and profitability − in focus.



We believe in sharing our process and application knowledge, giving 
you the best opportunity to succeed. In addition to a large, standard 
tooling range, we offer tailored solutions for your specific needs, training 
programs, product performance demos and thorough production 
planning services.

…and a comprehensive offer for Oil Country Tubular Goods

• Machining solutions for couplings and tubes to international 
performance standards

• Wide solution offer for API and premium threading

• High precision standard and engineered tooling

• Optimized grade- and geometry range for all material needs

• Integrated solutions in partnership with global machine-tool 
manufactures, serving the OCTG industry

Leading development − on 
your doorstep

Design
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Machining security in focus
With two box ends to join lengths of threaded pipe, couplings are the vital connection in down-hole 
environments. Sealing integrity to specified pressure-and-force loads is crucial, driving the need for reliable 
tooling solutions where chip control and vibration-free machining are main factors for success. 

Threading for every need

Calling on a long threading heritage, we take your detailed component 
specifications and cover every requirement. Engineered tooling design 
and long term production planning services complement laydown- and 
multi-point inserts for API and premium threading. Combine our large 
standard threading range with a number of engineered and combined 
tools..

Secure parting off

CoroCut® QD ensures the highest stability and 
includes a range of standard and engineered 
holders and blades with internal, high precision 
coolant. Combine with Coromant Capto® adaptors 
for direct coolant connection in the machine.

• Reliable insert grades and dedicated 
geometries

• Internal over and under high precision coolant

• Smart clamping with railed interface for 
smooth insert changes and exact insert 
positioning



Damped boring adaptors designed specifically for threading 
can withstand the increased radial cutting forces of internal 
machining. The adaptors are available as standard or 
engineered tools and we recommend applying with flank 
infeed for overhangs up to 5 × bar diameter. The serrated 
interface increases flexibility, enabling the use of standard 
and engineered cutting heads and inserts for many 
proprietary- and API threading applications.

See performance case on back page >>>

CoroTurn® HP

Advanced,  high precision coolant technology provides excellent chip 
control, process security and productivity. The fixed nozzles project the 
coolant directly to the cutting edge, which allows for lower pressures to be 
used even when machining demanding materials.

Standard

Engineered



Speeding up your production
With ever-increasing volumes and pressure on delivery security, an optimized 
production process is key. From machining of standard carbon-steel tubes to 
corrosion-resistant grades for harsher environments, higher productivity and 
greater machine utilization are top priorities to stay ahead.

Optimized tool holding

Coromant Capto® is a unique tool holding concept that reduces set-up and tool 
change time. In multi-task machines, machining centres with turning capability 
and CNC lathes, Coromant Capto® can be directly integrated in the spindle 
providing paramount stability. The quick change design allows for reduced 
set-up and tool change time, leading to significantly increased machine 
utilization. 

A real advantage is that the same tools can be used in the entire workshop, 
providing unique flexibility, optimal rigidity and minimized tool inventory. 

Rotating-tool threading

Used for external threading of API tubes, these tools employ three 
multi-tooth inserts to generate the full thread profile. Our engineered 
threading solutions for this application are suitable for buttress- and 
round API profiles

Each multi-tooth threading insert performs a different operation - 
roughing, semi-finishing and finishing the thread form. Machine set-up 
and accuracy are important to ensure high quality threads.



External and internal rough turning

Problem free rough turning of the tube surface is a prerequisite as incon-
sistencies are often transferred to the final thread form. Turning inserts that 
ensure a consistent, quality surface and a foundation for the highest quality, 
chatter-free threads, are essential. 

Groundbreaking steel turning grades combine the highest cutting data with 
increased strength and wear resistance. Use  GC4315 or GC4325 with the–HM 
heavy duty geometry at high depth of cut, for productive longitudinal turning.

Engineered tools for specialized machining

We designed the standard product range to cover the most common 
applications, but if you need a tailored tool our engineered solutions are the 
answer. Together, we can carefully examine your application and develop the 
best solution for your process.
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Internal threading performance

For this internal operation on a coupling component, the Sandvik Coromant solution gave a large increase in 
tool life.  An engineered cutting head with ‘chaser’ insert, connected to a damped boring adaptor increased the 
number of completed components by over 170 % compared to a competitor

Operation: Internal threading

Machine: Hyundai CNC lathe

Component: coupling (2.75” dia.)

Material: L80 steel

Thread form: API round 60º (8TPI)

Tool: S-RCNCL-25RD07-080-1

Grade: GC4125

Sandvik Coromant Competitor

Cutting speed vc  m/min (SFM) 253  (830) 253  (830)

Number of passes  NAP 4 4

Total components 108 40

Increase 170 %


